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LOG BOOK DATA 
ORDER ENTRY & PRODUCTION DATA 
EXTERIOR SPANDREL GLASS 

Customer:_______________________________________________________________  

Customer Contact Person: __________________________________________________  

Architect: _______________________________________________________________  

Project Name: ___________________________________________________________  

Project Address: __________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________  

Vision Glass: ____________________________________________________________  

SPANDREL  GLASS  TYPE 

□  1/4"  (6mm) □  3/8"  (9mm) □  3/16"  (5mm) □  Clear □  Tint 

□   Reflective* 
Other: __________________________________________________________________  
If reflective, which surface is to be coated?  ____________________________________  

FALL‐OUT  REQUIREMENT  

Is there a fall-out (safety) requirement?  Yes  □         No  □ 
If yes, notify the production department. The silicone product must be applied at 13 mills wet 
(.013"/.33mm). 

STRUCTURAL  GLAZING 

Is there structural glazing?  Yes  □         No  □ 
If yes, the edges must be deleted. Which edges will require deletion? 
Horizontal:________  Vertical:__________  All:______________  Special:__________ 

INSULATED  UNITS 

Advise production. Mark to delete edges of the second (2nd) or third (3rd) surface. Coating 
must be edge deleted. The coating will be placed on the 

□  Second surface □  Third surface □  Forth surface 

INSULATION  

Is insulation required? Cutback required? 
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SPECIAL  COLORS  &  GLASS 

Verify the glass and color match which has been approved. Colors are matched on LOF 
6mm clear. If using a pastel or light color, specify the type of glass to be used. The glass to 
be used is _________________. Insure that the entire project uses the specified glass. 
Float glass manufactures must not be mixed on light or pastel projects! 

FIELD  DATA 

□  Verify that the manual has been sent to your customer. 

□  Insure that the OPACI-COAT® spandrel glass field handling & data sheet has been 
sent to the installer. 

□  Verify that the coated lite has been back light table inspected. 

□  Verify wet thickness for spray application of coating. 

□  Verify wet thickness for roll coater application of coating. 

□  Warning labels have been placed on each lite.  
 

Signature: _______________________________________________________________  

Date:___________________________________________________________________  

 


